
Arts | Culture | Education event, 5 June

Brighton and Hove Express Network event notes
Involvement of education representatives in the network – what would 
work?

1. Twighlight meetings work better
Easy access to the website
Ability to market our school events to other schools and invite them to 
collaborate
Young People acting as Arts Ambassadors across secondary schools writing/
editing content for what’s happening in their school
Can schools/organisations have a blog page?
For freelancers – what on, news, opportunities, jobs. 
Profiles of practitioners for teachers to search – links to their website, previous 
work.
Schools ex-students may wish to seek work experience or to volunteer on 
projects etc.

2. Meetings could tie up with Joint Practice Development Days
Could tie up with the school cluster meetings – need to find out who to contact
Alternating times of day e.g. one held in day, next in evening (for schools)
The atmosphere is a great quality of the network.
Supporting each other
Having minutes online is excellent
Very important that meetings take place at different venues (of the Express 
partners)
[also on sheet Judy Grahame – an Artsmark ambassador – 
judy.grahame@talk21.com 
Robyn Steer – events legacy (?)]

3. Wordpress site is a great opportunity to keep up with developments and 
contacts in the City and connect with other networks.
Source of information on funding.
Specific CPD / sharing good practice – education/teacher subgroup
Opportunity to develop surveys of expertise within the network and a 
knowledge bank.
Consider a ‘not reinventing the wheel’ wheel where experiences, resources 
etc can be shared.
Twilight meetings work best

4. Does the new website allow you to find what you want quickly?
As above is it linked to Facebook and Twitter?
Face to face contact – a physical monthly drop-in, like 1st Friday 
Could there be a directory of practitioners on the site?
Is the Champions List public? – can we have it?
Link to B&H Education Bulletin




5. We need more teachers to take part: 

a. Time of day - 4pm is good time but still hard to get away. 
b. Need to see the value in having contact with people

Resources are useful. If schools can get help with partnership development, 
how to deliver arts commitments in SDPs.
Knowing in advance what’s on the agenda would be helpful
Good to hear people talking professionally about what they do (like Caz)
Useful to find out where young people are – South East Dance (for e.g.) need 
to connect initiatives and opportunities to young people so network is good to 
find those connections.
Useful to find about other initiatives going on and to make connections to 
develop new ideas.
££ for young people to be here – need to make it productive.
Question about quality – is there a way of endorsing arts and arts 
organisations who are part of the network? (Is the network an endorsement? 
– but anyone can join!)
Also a question about the ethics of promoting the idea that best practice is 
artists working in schools for nothing.
Website and meetings can be used as a place to promote projects, 
opportunities, artists
Need to be able to get to the information that you want to know quickly and 
easily in the meetings.


